Retrieval practice in science
Protocol version two
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Introduction
This amended protocol describes changes made to the original protocol to reflect two
separate unforeseen circumstances (IEE, 2019). The first changes reflect logistical
challenges initiating the evaluation across two schools. The second set of changes are due
to the COVID-19 pandemic which led to school closures that prevented the planned posttesting (DfE, 2020).
Taken together, the changes reduce the security of the findings from the trial. However, in
updating the protocol we have made every effort to minimise this by strengthening aspects
of the evaluation that we can and minimising a widespread problem known as researcher
degrees of freedom by pre-specifying our analysis in greater detail (Ioannidis, 2014).
During an evaluation, specifically when analysing data, researchers make many choices.
There is seldom a single ‘best’ analysis, rather a family of analyses with some more
appropriate than others. An informative example of this comes from a project where 29
teams analysed data about the awarding of red cards in football and players’ skin colour
(Silberzahn et al., 2018). The analysis teams made widely different choices, yet the
variation could not be explained by their expertise, prior beliefs or the quality of their work
assessed by peer review.
Wide-ranging evidence indicates that this array of choices – or analytic flexibility – can be
exploited to bias research (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). A useful analogy is the
‘garden of forking paths’ whereby every choice creates a new fork with paths that may lead
to different destinations (Rubin, 2017). Researchers can (un)consciously exploit the array of
pathways open to them. They may explore many pathways, yet only report the minority
leading to their favoured destination. When this is done deliberately, it is known as phacking (Gehlbach & Robinson, 2018). An interactive tool illustrating the problem is
available from the data journalism website FiveThirtyEight (Aschwanden, 2015). The
unreported flexibility plays a major role in the ‘reproducibility crisis’ affecting science
(Munafò et al., 2017), which led the famous claim that ‘most claimed research findings are
false’ (Ioannidis, 2005, p. 0696).
Developing a detailed protocol that pre-specifies the analysis is akin to planning the journey
through the garden before leaving the house. After conducting the pre-specified analysis,
researchers are free to ‘explore the garden’ more freely, but it becomes clearer that this
analysis was exploratory – and therefore more tentative – than the pre-specified analysis.
While protocols have grown in use, adherence to protocols is often poor. A review of trials
published in leading medical journals – where protocols are a requirement for publication –
found that adherence to protocols was poor (Goldacre et al., 2019). Therefore, it is critical
to adhere to the protocol and carefully document ®any changes to the protocol, which is the
aim of this amended protocol.
This amended protocol was developed prior to accessing and analysing the data.

Phase one changes
We were forced to alter the design of the evaluation after developing the original protocol,
but prior to pre-testing and randomisation. Curriculum changes in one of the intended
schools meant that the intervention was no longer appropriate. Consequently, we changed
the design of the study from a multi-site trial to a single site trial and increased the number
of students participating in the single site. We adopted the same procedure for
randomisation but conducted case matching of the four classes in a single school. We then
proceeded to randomly allocate each of the case matched pairs using a coin toss as
described in the original protocol.
The change in the design of the study delayed the timeline. This was compounded by other
issues including a delay in receiving the materials for assessing resilience. As a result of
the delay, the pupils in the study were in Year 11, rather than Year 10 as originally planned.
We planned to run the intervention from April2019 to November 2020, but as described in
the next section there were further changes to the evaluation.
We originally planned to measure pupils’ resilience. We were unable to obtain the original
scale to measure resilience so – with the support from colleagues at the Institute for
Effective Education – opted for the Pearson Clinical Scale (Prince-Embury, 2008). Delays in
obtaining this scale for the baseline measurement further delayed the evaluation so that we
did not begin the evaluation until September 2019.
T ABLE 1: SUMMARY OF PHASE 1 CHANGES
Dimension

Original protocol

Updated protocol

Number of sites (schools)

2

1

Timing

April 2019 – November 2019

September 2019 – April 2020

Measure of resilience

The Resilience Scale

Pearson clinical scale

Phase two changes – impact evaluation
The Covid-19 pandemic prevented the administration of the planned post-tests due to
nationwide school closures (DfE, 2020). As the students involved were in Year 11, it was
not possible to extend the evaluation into the following year. GCSE results could not be
used either as the assessments were cancelled and replaced with teacher assessment,
which would be conflated with treatment allocation (Ofqual, 2020). Therefore, we decided to
use two end-of-topic assessments that students had already completed as the best option
for securing an impact evaluation.
Further changes stemming from this decision, and the technical details are described
below. Notably, we sought to mitigate the limitations of these changes and strengthen other
aspects wherever possible. However, the opportunities for further data collection were very
limited, especially from the participating students.

Impact evaluation
Outcome measures
We changed the primary outcome measure of pupil attainment to an end-of-topic test
completed around six weeks after the intervention began. The new and original
assessments attempt to measure the students’ scientific knowledge, although the new
measure focused on a narrower range of content. The assessment forms part of the usual
routine in our school, comprised 29 marks and was marked and administered by class
teachers. We included an additional secondary measure of students’ scientific knowledge
taken from a similar assessment administered three weeks into the intervention. Both of the
assessments are available on the Open Science Framework (Boyce & Martell, 2020).
Figure 1 shows the amended research design using design notation (Gorard, 2013).

O1 R X O 2 X O 3
O1 R X O2 X O3
Figure 1: design notation for the updated protocol where R indicates randomisation, X indicates the intervention, O1
indicates the baseline assessment, O3 is the primary outcome measure taken after six weeks of the intervention and O 2 is
the secondary outcome taken after three weeks of the intervention

A clear limitation of the amended design is the reduction in the length of the intervention.
This introduces three challenges. First, students will receive a lower dosage of the
intervention than originally expected – this will make it harder to discern any difference
between conditions. Second, shorter interventions are more susceptible to Hawthorne
effects. Third, an ‘implementation dip’ is often associated with any new intervention – it is
therefore plausible that this would explain any negative effect. Each of these issues will be
considered in the analysis.
We originally intended to mark the assessments blind to treatment allocation to minimise
bias (IES, 2017). This was not possible as the assessments had already been marked by
the class teachers and returned to students to support their revision before we realised that
we would need to use them as the outcome measure. Therefore, we were unable to quality
assure the marking. Overall, we think the risk posed by this issue is relatively low. The
nature of the assessments means that they are either right or wrong – there is very limited

scope for professional judgement or systematic errors. Further, the formative purpose, and
low-stakes nature, of the assessments means that there was limited incentive for teachers
to subvert the marking.
We originally planned to undertake some sub-group analyses focusing on gender and
disadvantage. However, given the reduction in the quality of the assessments as well as
wider changes described from phase one, we have decided to not undertake these due to
the low security of the findings. Further, we do not have data from the planned post-tests
about resilience so these will also be abandoned. We considered remote administration, but
we feared that the response rates would be too low to enable meaningful interpretation.
Table 1 summarises the changes made to the outcome measures and associated
assessments.

T ABLE 2: SUMMARY OF THE CHANGES TO OUTCOME MEASURES MADE BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL
AND UPDATED PROTOCOL

Outcome

Protocol version one

Protocol version two

Primary measure

50 item multiple choice science test

29 item test about electromagnetism (6
weeks into the intervention)

Sub-group
analyses

Pupil premium; non-pupil premium

None

Secondary
measure

None

38 item test about ecology (3 weeks into
the intervention)

Sub-group
analyses

None

None

Primary measure

The Resilience Scale – 25 items (PrinceEmbury, 2008)

None

Sub-group
analyses

None

None

Pupil attainment

Boys; girls

Pupil resilience

Analyses
We will also make changes to strengthen our analysis. The statistical models will be the
same across the primary and secondary outcome, except for the change in the post-test.
Both models will use analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and ordinary least squares to
estimate the parameters. Using appropriate covariates to analyse an RCT has two benefits:
first, it adjusts for any chance imbalance on important variables caused by randomisation;
second, it improves the precision of the estimates (Bloom, Richburg-Hayes, & Black, 2007).
Each model will include three co-variates: science pre-test scores; average point scores
from KS2 SATS; and a dummy variable indicating treatment allocation. To facilitate ease of
analysis, we will transform all data into z-scores (Connolly, Biggart, Miller, O’Hare, &
Thurston, 2017).

The model that we will construct can be expressed using equation 1. Where 𝑌𝑖 is the
predicted post-test score, 𝑏0 is the intercept, 𝑏1 𝑋1𝑖 is the parameter and variable associated
with the pre-test, 𝑏2 𝑋2𝑖 is the parameter and variable associated KS2 average point score,
𝑏3 𝑋3𝑖 is the parameter and variable associated with treatment allocation, and 𝜀𝑖 is the
residual.
𝑌𝑖 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑋1𝑖 + 𝑏2 𝑋2𝑖 + 𝑏3 𝑋3𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 #(1)

ANCOVA is an extension of the general linear model so all of the assumptions for this
model apply (Field, 2018). There are two further assumptions specific to ANCOVA:
independence of the covariate and treatment effect; and homogeneity of regression slopes.
We will report appropriate assessments of each of these assumptions. Further, as we plan
to include two measures of prior attainment, there is a risk of multicollinearity. Therefore, we
will assess this risk and if the correlation is higher than 0.5, we will only include the
measure with the least missing data.
Security of findings
The original protocol contained limited information about how we would assess the security
of the findings. Given the anticipated reduction in security, we strengthened this section to
facilitate transparent, critical interpretation of the findings. In addition to the procedures
described below, we will also use the findings from the process evaluation to triangulate our
findings (Evans, 2009).
The original protocol included a plan to conduct null hypothesis significance testing and
report p-values. We will no longer do this for three reasons: first, the assumptions for
significance testing, including random sampling, are not met (White & Gorard, 2017);
second, p-values are widely misinterpreted and mis-reported (Ioannidis, 2019); third, we
think that the trial is likely underpowered, which is exacerbated by the smaller than planned
sample size and the reduction in treatment duration, which increases the risk of a type II
error (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). Taken together, we do not think that significance
testing will add to our understanding of the results and we plan to use other, more
appropriate, tools.
We will still report standard descriptive statistics as well as an effect size (Hedges’ g) to
communicate the magnitude of the differences between treatment conditions (Coe, 2017).
We originally anticipated having multiple opportunities to catch up on missed assessments
so we thought we could achieve virtually no attrition. The changes to data collection will
have likely increased attrition. Therefore, we plan to include a new measure that seeks to
communicate the magnitude and robustness of the finding in a single, intuitive number. We
will calculate the number needed to disturb (NNTD), which is an estimate of the number of
counterfactual cases that can be added to the smallest group before the difference between
the groups is reversed, minus the number of missing cases (Gorard & Gorard, 2016a,
2016b). The NNTD provides a conservative estimate as it assumes that all attrition is
counterfactual to the available data. Nonetheless, we think it will helpfully communicate the
sensitivity of the findings.

If the assumptions of statistical models are not met, then they can lead to misleading
conclusions. When assumptions of statistical models are violated, there are four broad
remedies: trimming the data; winsorizing the data; applying robust correctional methods;
and transforming the data (Field, 2018). If the assumptions already described are violated,
then we will conduct a robust ANCOVA as a sensitivity analysis. We will only include a
single measure of prior attainment (whichever has the least missing data) because the
model only works with a single predictor variable (Field, 2018).
Handling missing data
We anticipate that there will be some missing data due to the changes in data collection
processes. Missing data can have a profound effect on the security of research findings
(Gorard, See, & Siddiqui, 2017). Therefore, we will transparently report all missing data. We
will also conduct further sensitivity analyses using default replacement of missing data
(Gorard, 2020).
Research questions
The forced changes to the impact evaluation described have subtly changed the original
research questions. The questions stated in the original protocol were:
1. Is LbQ a more effective method of retrieval practice in science than more traditional
SMART Connect activities in Year 10 pupils, as measured on attainment scores after
six months?
2. Is LbQ a more effective method than more traditional SMART Connect activities of
raising resilience of learners in Year 10 after six months?
The timing of outcome assessments necessitates a change to the original research
question. Thus, the primary research question becomes:
1. Primary research question: Is LbQ a more effective method of retrieval practice in
science than more traditional SMART Connect activities in Year 11 pupils, as
measured on attainment scores after six weeks?
2. Secondary research question: Is LbQ a more effective method of retrieval practice in
science than more traditional SMART Connect activities in Year 11 pupils, as
measured on attainment scores after three weeks?
As already described, note that the research questions related to resilience, as well as all
sub-group analyses have been removed.

Phase two changes – process evaluation
To complement the impact evaluation, we will conduct a process evaluation. Our original
protocol contained relatively limited information about the process evaluation. Therefore, we
have sought to strengthen this section so that it can help to triangulate our findings from the
impact evaluation as well as in response to the increasingly recognised need to pre-specify
process evaluations wherever possible (EEF, 2019).

Research questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the perceived impact of the intervention?
Which is the most plausible?
Feasibility and barriers and enablers
Cost-benefit in terms of the workload of the intervention
The control condition – including different levels of dosage

Structure
We plan to conduct a multi-phase mixed methods process evaluation whereby data from
each phase influences the subsequent phases (Humphrey et al., 2016b, 2016a). There will
be three phases to the process evaluation:
1. Practitioner reflections and the development of an explicit logic model;
2. Semi-structured interview with the teachers leading the intervention; and
3. Integration with findings from the impact evaluation.

Phase 1: reflections and logic model development
A logic model provides a graphical representation of how an intervention leads to the
intended outcomes (Coldwell & Maxwell, 2018). Appendix 1 summarises the logic model for
the intervention, which was developed following the end of the intervention, but prior to data
analysis. The model is informed by both the existing research as well as practitioner
reflections. Four different plausible mechanisms were identified that could lead to
improvements in pupil outcomes. Note, that these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive.
Phase 2: semi-structured interview with participating teachers
We will undertake a semi-structured interview with the teachers in the intervention
condition. Appendix 2 summarises the planned questions for the interview. The results from
the interview will be coded thematically.
Phase 3: integration with the impact evaluation
Finally, we will integrate the findings from the process evaluation with the results of the
impact evaluation as well as the wider literature.
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Appendix 1: logic model

Mechanism 1: retrieval practice is more effective

Mechanism 2: improved feedback to students

LBQ
intervention
Mechanism 3: improved feedback to teachers

Mechanism 4: improved pupil confidence and ownership
of learning

Appendix 2: teacher interview questions
Technology
1. Did you feel you were adequately trained for LBQ technology?
2. Did you feel you were using LBQ to its full potential?
3. How reliable were the tablets?
4. How well were the students able to use the tablets?
5. Were the students efficient in entering the class, retrieving a tablet and getting on with
the task?
6. How could the tablets be improved?
Appropriateness of intervention
1. Were the questions of an appropriate quality?
2. Was the literacy demand of the questions appropriate?
3. Did the question structure vary?
4. Were the questions challenging?
5. Were the questions relevant to the topic being studied?
6. Were they relevant to the exam board?
Perceived impact
1. How did you use the data generated from LBQ?
2. Did you find the approach to be efficient, both in terms of students and teacher time?
3. Did you find the intervention an effective alternative to traditional SMART retrieval
practice?
4. Did you see any difference in perceived resilience of the students? i.e. did they try more
than usual? More likely to answer the questions?
5. Did you see any change in academic achievement of the students?
6. Would you use LBQ again?
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